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The session title is undoubtedly intended to imply similarity in 

the problems of poor regions and poor nations., It can be argued that 

experience gained from economic development programs in underdeveloped 

countries is relevant to program design and operations in poor regions 

of rich nations,, In fact II the bible prepared for the Appalachian pro-

gram does argue thus: 

In many underdeveloped countries the conclusion was reached 

that investments in basic public facilities would have to be 

undertaken before economic development could occure That 

part of our international program which fosters capital 

investment should be incorporated into Federal programs that 

affect the regional development program for Appalacbiao (1 0 p., 28) 

Several decades ago Ohlin's pathbreaking study explored the hypothesis 

that interregional and international trade (and perhaps development) are 

different species of the same genus of economic phenomena (2)o Friedmann 

(3, Po 467) commences his discussion of the same subject ~th an impressive 

list of the "structural similarities" between poor regions and poor nations~ 

:,.* Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of The Western Farm Economics 
Association, Los Angeles~ California, August 15-19, 19660 Most of 
the characterization of rich countries refer to the United Statesc 
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- a low per capita income 

- a low rate of economic growth 

- low levels of labor productivity 

- a low level of capital formation 

large unemployment and/or underemployment 

a high proportion of employment in mining and agricultural activities 

a large subsistence sector 

- a high degree of dependence on external aid 

a low level of urbanization 

high fertility rates 

low indices of health 

high family dependency rates 

low levels of educational attainment 

One can find enough specific exceptions both for poor regions and for 

poor nations to doubt the universal applicability of Friedmann's character

istics~ Nevertheless, the thought of being able to treat the problems of 

poor nations and those of poor regions as symptoms of the same socio-economic 

malady is appealingQ To ascertain the possibility of using the same kit 

of policy tools for either situationf. we need a conceptual framework 

that will facilitate comparative analysis of poor regions and poor nations, 

especially as far as the appropriate strategies of resource development 

are concernedo 

In the absence of a generally accepted ~onceptual framework for the 

study of regional economic growth, the writer discusses strategies of 

resource development in a way that implies a frameworkc This framework 

will n?t be defended; it will be elaborated only to the extent necessary 

to discuss how each category applies to poor regions and to poor nations" 
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These categories are: 

lo Export-base theories in economic growtha 
2., Barriers to the movements of economic inputs and outputso 
3e Private capital formationc 
4o Community capital formationo 
So Human capital formationo 
6~ Investments in research and developmentQ 
7o Population parameters@ 

l,, Theories, of Regional Ec,oAomic Growth 

Two theories of regional economic growth compete for the favor of 

1 
regional analysts., The "export-base" theory is summarized as follows 

by Perloff et alo (4, po 57): 

Growth in a given unitoeeis initiated by the response of 
the industries within this unit to an increase in demand arising 
outside the unit itself o This results in an expansion of 
economic activities, particularly local trade and service 
activities, through a multiplier process similar to the 
familiar investment-multiplier and foreign-trade multiplier 
in national income models.. Central to the export-base theory 
is the distinction between export industries and activities or 
"residentiary" indW:Jtries and activities. 

The chief competitor of the "expor·t-base" theory is the sector theory., 

Again 9 referring to Perloff U.JM;.,o (4~ ppo 58~59): 

"o o a rise in per capita incomes in different countri1Js or 
at different times is generally accompanied by a decline in 
the proportion of the labor force employed in agricultu~e and 
a rise, first in the proportion of employment iu secondary 
activities (principally manufacturing) 9 and then in tertiary or 
service activitieso The main reasoni:. for this shift. in the 
relative importance of the different sectors are different 
income elasticities of demand for their products and differ
ential rates of changes in labor productivity" o "th.:: sector 
theory focuses on internal rather than external d~velopment; 
economic growtb,is seen as primarily an internal ~volution 

1 Almost without exception 0 theories of regional econom:f.c growth have fn { rr:i/t1..l 
been elaborated by analysts whose 4111-••►al\interest ,,as in stimulating . 
growth in an area (usually an urban area) or a region, or by analysts 
responding to "demand" from regional scientists with practical objectiveso 
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of specialization and division of labor, although external 
shifts in demand are not ruled outooo 

After import-substitution possibilities were incorporated, the 

export-base theory has in general been favored by regional (scientists; 

the reason relates back to their practical objectives.., For a poor 

region, the ~•export-base" theory appears to help morti in deciding 

"what to do next" o The sector theory appears to be .a. explanatory 

with more limited prescriptive capacityo 

To what extent is the export•base theory useful in designing an 

economic growth program for a poor nation? From Adam 3mith on, those 

classic&! economists who concerned themselves with economic growth 

were acutely aware of the importance of export industries as growth 

points., The' assumptions they used in reaching this con\~lusion on the 

role of export industries were far more descriptive of conditions in 

advanc~d countries, but the conclusion was probably supposed to apply 

symmetrically to colonies and to ·other underdeveloped eco1uomiesc 

The relevance of the export-base.theory to less developed societ:tmt 

was probably g~eater before 190()' than it has been in this centu1o 

Concern for economic growth in underdeveloped countries h.tS 

revealed two phenomena that weaken the case for export activLtieso 

One is the dual economy• and the other 1s the administrat~ve wealr.aesses 

of underdeveloped countrieso 

Recognition of the possibility of having side-b1-side in an 

underdeveloped society a modern sector composed of Dxport activities 

tm4 a primitive sector com.posed of subsistence activities did not 
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become general until after the end of World Ww: II. Advice to a poor 

country's government on how to 111aximize the impact of export activities 

is readily available, but the specific mea,.nn:eti may be beyond adminia

trati ve or political capacitiese 

We follow Friedmann further (3 0 p~ 468) in observing th11t a poor 

nation has more "closure" from the economic and political etfects of 

the rest of the world than a poor region has :from the rest of the 

country., That is to say, any region (particulme;-.ly in a rich country) 

is not only free to outcompete a second region in the sane country in 

the provision of goods and services ior third regions, tut it also 

is free to outcompete the second region in the producti,,n of "second

regional" specialtieso In world markets. a poor country is free to 

compete with the second countries in the efficient pro;:luction of 

2 
goods and services required (and not produced) by th:f.t•d countries., 

Poor countries can seldom.succeed in ~xport:Lng goods and services to 

another country that can produce those goods and services almoflt as 

efficiently as the poor country,. Other a'.;;pects of °'~losure" will come 

in for discussion in some of the sections belowo 

2o Barriers to Movements of Fa~t:ors and P:i:29.!!£!!. 

Much of the closure between a poor country and the rest of the world 
0/1; 

is in the eorm of barriers e restriction.a against the free flow of 
A 

goods and services, production factors, cir botho Both po,,r and rich 

countries may "protect" their production activities with quantitative 
. 3 

and qualitative restrictions upon imports of goods an~t services,, 

2 If free trade would c011fer economic rent upon pr.oducers (o& traders) 
in the poor countey, the country providing the market may bargain 
away a portion of this economic rent0 

3 Poor countries often levy duties against some exports but thia ia 
mere of an ~ffort to csptur~ ~conomic ~~ut (and f~reign ~~ch~nge) 
fil'.'om th.ab.· own {'roducere CJf.L 'tt'adtu:·~ th2,Xz it :li?i to ~-hitt off i::t1,_.l:t~1:U: 
of f1c~-r, 



Ecoocmists have differed violently over the eoda.l efficiency of free 

trade versus protection ~t least since the time of the mercantilisteo 

Little closure exists between a poor region and the remainder 

of the countrya The interstate commerce clause of the UoSo constitution 

specifically proh:f.bits purely "economic" interferences with interstate 

trade; attempts to interfere on economic grounds have had to be 

4 
disguised in the garb of other more acceptable objectiveso Factors and 

products move rather freely though not costlessly within a closed 

economyo Tangible factors and products have transportation coats; 

intangi.ble factors and services may abo have transportation costs 

or costs resunbling t ,~sportation costs., 

This significant difference in barrier~ means that integration of 

the poor region with the rest of the eeonomy is a more promising path 

to economic growth than any attempt by poor nations to integrate their 

economies with the rest of the world is likely to beo Any poor region 

that succeeds in becoming efficient enough in one or more lines of 

production to compete in markets outside the region has probably 

initiated a self-sustaining growth procasso A poor nation that achieves 

enough productive efficiency to be able to force exports into another 

country may be rewarded for thtit· efficiency with another round of 

trade ~estrictionso With regard to activities with marked economies 

of scale or activities that depend for their efficiency upon the 

external effects of activities with marked scale economies, the poor 

nation would seem to be at a considerable disadvantage vis-a~vis 

4 Dairy groups, for example• have sometimes succeeded in limiting the size 
Of a supply area artificially through the use of health or sanitary inspec
tions; the nature of the regulations points strongly in the direction of 
economic motivationo 
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the poor reg!.ono On the other hand" a poor nation tbat odes achieve 

~ r-avorable r,osition in the ~orld market may have a larger market 

than ~he poor region~ nlthough this would not inevitably be the caseo 

.3" Role. of Private Capi,tal li'ormatJon. 

Two as11ec\·1 of private capital formation appear to be important 

i·1 our discussiclno What :ls the potential annual volume of real capital 

fon,a.tion in poot regions and poor countries? What is the nature of 

the iiiatitution.s for generating capital funds, and for al.locating them 

eff icien ~ ly? 

Theore~;ically u. poor region would have access to all sources of 

capital in a '"ic:h country., These sources would include: untaxed private 

(household and 1~m) sa•,1ingst which would be much higher, on a per capita 

basis, than in a p1."l)r country; taxes, and funds created by the nat:i.onal 

5 monetary authorityo 

How much of the greo.·C!r volume of capital funds would in fact 

be made available in the poo.: region ia a difficult question to answero 

Poor regions probably "controln f:ewer funds per capita than other regionso 

The geographic allocation of capit~.:' funds 1a determined by tradition and 

inst:itutional relatiomi as well as by ,'\conomic calculttso One would not 

be surprised to discover in poor regions ;:. kind of "capital rationing" 

.affecting many economic activities in the region., The,se disadvantaged 

areas may also have difficulty in developing th!(\ compLtmentary activities 

that would make the activity in question a good investment, but this 

will not be discussed as a matter of capital availabilityo In a poor 

~CH.m.try II misallocations of capital funds are likely to be due more to 

5 If the socially tolerable rate of price inflation is the same in the 
rich as in the poor country, then tbe annual percentage increase in 
the money supply would depend in each case upon the rate and stt'ucture 
of underutilized production capacityc 
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i.o 
informational lacks or~decisions based too much on political considerationso 

A poor region in a rich country has no power to create purchasing 

power all by itself. A poor country has the power inherent in a nation 

statea While the monetary authority cannot be forced by the poor region 

to create additional purchasing power to sop up underutilized capacity, 

the authority is likely to be quite sympathetic with that policye The 

poor country may lack the administrative and decision-making capacity to 

utake optimum use of created purchasing power. 

The upper limit to the capacity of the poor country for capital 

formation is provided• among other things, by the sum of untaxed savings, 

./4ation (out of consumption or savings) 9 credit creations, gifts or loans 

from outside the country, and a measure of ability to convert underemployed 

or unemployed resources into real capitalo The poor region would be able 

to tap more than its own savings; the income of the remainder of the 

country could be taxed to provide capital funds for the poor region; these 

sources bear superficial resemblanc:;e to the external gifts and loans to 

the poor country., The poor region should be able to obtain relatively 

much more financial assistance from 1cs state and nation than the poor 

country can from donor nations and international agencieso 

As far as possibilities for private capital formation are concerned, 

the poor region would have most of the advantages and these would be con

siderableo One powerful advantage arises from the fact that income per 
~ 

capita inApoor region is often much above that in a poor countryo 
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Tangible community capital is taken here to be the physical 

facilities used to produce public goods and services not sold freely 
T~eJe.. 

in the marketo ... ~items include school buildings, hospital and 

health facilities 0 highways and streets, parks and mus$U!U, water 

supply and waste facilities 0 and so ono Intangible community capital 

is defined as public and formal organizations and institutions, and 

public and informal groupsQ 

Linked productively together 

tangible and intangible community 

and provided with operating inputs, 
becolN\e.. 

capital••• public enterprises 
I\ 

that produce inputs for other economic activities, and goods and 

services for households" As far as economic grcrwth is concerned, the 

crucial element in these public enterprises is the efficient pro

duction of inputs for other economic activities~ 

Compared to other regions in the 'S&ne country, the poor region is 

likely to be deficient in efficient public enter.prises., The deficiency 

may be either quantitative or qualitative; a poor region is much more 

likely to suffer qualitative deficiencies!) although esse1J.tie.l enterin:'isea 

may sometimes be completely lacking., l't of ten happens that the drtcision 

makers in the different areas of a. region do not haw; sufficient appre

ciation of the role of community capital, although recognition is growing 

rapidlyo 

In a poor country• the deficiencies are lilirnly to be both quantitat:1.ve 

and qualitative; what public enterprise already eximt. may have eedDu~ 

qualitative shortcomingso Resources available for community cap:U:al 

6 formation are likely to be spread over the whole country and opportuni-

ties for concentrating in one region are much lesso 
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The pxoductioo. capacity for tangible capital is usually a, ailable 

to the poor region. although it may not be in the region; the 11roblem 

is likely to be financingo In a poor country, the capacity fo1 &asign 

and efficient production may be as much a problem as financeo 

In general, community capital formation in a poor region or a poor 

country would be financed from ;h~ __ EB_ame sources as private capital 

formation,, The earlier discussion of finance in section 3 would be 

applicableo Again, nearly all the advantages would be with the poor 

regiono 

5& Intangible Community Capital Formation 

This form of capital and its requirements are less visible than 

the tangible .. 

necessary but 

It is complementary with the tangible forms, 
(_A.f'i±"'-' 

not sufficient input is human ,,,,,,,.,_Al~o be 

The 

discussed 

later); equally important is a cul-turtl. tllat is generate1, "rational" 

responses to changing social 9 economic 1 political, and technical situ-
7 

ationso Effective public (formal and informal) organ:Lzations will 

evolve when the human e,pital availability and cultural conditions 

are both favorableo 

In a poor country, human capital at the high end of the quality 

spectrum is not likely to be available in adequate quantitieso HWll•n 

capital formation requires a great deal of timeo Imported human capital 

ta ·expenaiveo , tncleapensable as it is to a poor country• high-quality 

human capital is probably worth more in an advanced country; for imported 

7 Rational· responses are taken here to mean welfare-increasing 1 taking 
account of qualitative as well 8F.l quantitative considerati.ons., '.['lie 
problem of inteipersonal comparisons is 1gnoredo 
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human capital, the poor country must usually pay its market value in 

the advanced country plus an incentive to induce the gifted person 

to take up residence. 
ctl\;S'es .f..iow-. 

.6,n even more serious difficulty eAcultural sources. Poor 

countries and poor regions are both likely to have difficulty in 

creating new effective organizations or in transfo-rmtng old onee. 

In either case the problem is not only one of know-how in eatsolishing 

effective organizations but of active opposition from inconr,~uent 

elements in the old culture. In solving problems standing in the 

way of economic growth I weaknesses are likely to crop up . in ,,11 

three stages of decision making. 

lo Search for relevant altematives; 
2o Analysis of consequences; and 
3o Choice criteria. 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to specify a production fut1ction 

for a cultural environment favorable to economic growth. Experience 

seems to indicate that, in a poor country, the requirements in bum,.n 

resources .!!!!! time will exceed those in an advanced country., 

As far ~ intangible community capital is concerned, poor regions 

in rich countries would have these advantages over poor countries: 

lo Urger initial stocks of human capital; 
2o Initially, more favorable cultural environment; 
3. letter possibilities for impot:ting brJman capital; 
4. Models of effective organizations in other regions , 

to observe and copy;t111••••• and 
So More financial resources per capita to use for communl.ty 

capital formation. 

68 Human Capital Formation 

A poor region and a poor country are each likely to have simul

taneously critical shortages in highly skilled categories of hUlll8D 

capital and severe unemplo)'ment and unde.remployment iu unskilled m1d 
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semiskil!.ed laboro Poor regions are :f.n a b@tter position to overcome 

shortages by direct capital formation, or by importing scarce skills 

from the rest of the countryo Relative to needs,shortages in the 

highly skilled categories are likely to be greater in poor countrieso 

This is particularlVtrue of the skills used in developing and disseminating 

information required for planning and carrying out programs of economic 

development" 

vestigations; 

Examples would be skills needed for natural resource in-
-€, x.f ~s t'o VI.) 

for developing programs in agricultural research, 
A 

and education; for setting up programs of general education; for feeding 

results gained from operating experience back into decision processes; 

and so ono Poor regions would have less trouble in obtaining the 

services of the needed skillso 

In connection with human capital, three advantages might be 

brought into reality for the poor countryo In a rich country it is 

often poosible for private and public employers to "bank°' skills 

likely to be needed in the futurev When supply schedules for particular 

skills allow, employers set qualifications higher than the Job requireso 

That is to say, education and/or experience are set high enough to 

8 
screen out the excess supply of particular skillso With the large 

need for skills 9 a poor country could set its education4. qualifications 

at the minimum that would be satisfactory and set out deliberately to 

maximize the skills gained from on-the-job e:xperienceo 

Another potential advantege may be more elusive for poor countrieso 

For skilled occupations 9 market levels of remuneration and interoccupa

tional differentials are established in advanced countries, as long as 

8 The rate of return on the incremental investment in human capital is 
lees than the market rata; this statement ignores any nonmarket 
(consumption) value a particular employment might have :for the indi,ddualo 
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SOllla international migratiOA is possible" A poor cowitryAf9j have an 

advantage if it could achieve an income structure that would provide 

adequate incentives for gifted individuals to continue their education 

but with absolute levels lo"1 enough t-bat all the ~ ople who can be 

trained can be employed in output-increasing activities without undue 

9 
strain on the national budget,, A--poor country that can keep down 

costs of the services of human resources without diluting the 

incentives for educaticm, training and hard work creates options for 

economic growth in additional di rec tious, as well as op port uni ties 

for more rapid growth. 

A final poten1;ial advantage for a poor country is that of "creaming" 

its human pqpulation in making selections for education and trainingo 

If the country can develop satisfactory aptitude tests for that parti

cular culture, it creates the opportunity of selecting, for the limited 

number of or,1,ortunities for education and training, those individuals 

with the greatest aptitude for learningl t.he ;:;articular skills involved, 

Carrying out this selection and training effectively would also create 

options ani opportunities that would not be available in a country 

followin~; more traditional (egalitarian) procedures~ Needless to say, 

cultural. forces in many poor countries are likely to be quite violently 

oppos!'!d to the use of selection or promotion procedures based on merit 

or a:,titUde~ 

In a country with a short history of political independence§ the 

pmular ideology is likely to embody strong elements of egalitarianism, 

''he political pressure to provide three or ,:Our years of universal education 

will be overwhelming 9 while no simJ.lar pressures will be exerted on behl'llf 

9 In some West Aft•ican countries, a relatively small number of govi?r.mt1.c.mt 
employees receive between 10 and 20 percent of the national income; 8.tl:er 
the country acbifwed independence, native replacements for Eu:i:opeao civi:;, 
servants took over the complete schedule of salary and frini;e ben2fits 
including (initially) an annual tri.p tc- Europe for the bu.reacrHl :r,ns;:: ;-;;._~, 
fmntly, 
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of secondary or higher educationo 

very difficult to achieve any 

Many poor countries will find it 
Ae d'o V\ -..I, f.e. 

kind of /\balance among the 

different elements in the over-all system of education and trainingo 

In many poor countries the cultural 

are more favorable than in poor regions. 

attitudes toward education 
~ 

In -1\one situation, the 

observer often finds among the masses a mystical and emotional commit

ment to education as a way out of povert7 and misery; in the other, 

he finds a deeply imbedded. often virulent.,variety of anti-intellec

tualism among local leaders. 

In poor countries and, I suspect, in poor regions, popular 

acceptance of the importance of education and training will be based 

largely on its role as a entrance ticket to higher incomes, to the 

better lifeo In both poor regions and poor countries, the nature 

of the acceptance makes it difficult to achieve and maintain high 

quality in education and training· .efforts. This problem may be a 

bit easier for poor regions because models of excellence may be more 

visibleo 

In relative terms, losses in hmnan capital due to migration may 

be much greater for the poor regiono Migration to better economic 

(and cultural) opportunities may be much greater than emigration 

from poor countries. Interregional barriers to migration are 

much less than international ones; knowledge of opportunities outside 

the unit is likely to be much better in the poor region than in the 

poor country. 
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7. Investments in Rti'>,earch and Development 

Poor regions and poor countries stand in need of more productive 

t,~chnology, as well as of the human capital to apply ito Although 

th,~ poor region may be able to uncovEh: ~lsewhere in the country 

tec;mology that can be applied direcl;ly (with some adaptation) to 
;1~Hf. t,j 

improve resource efficiency. one.Asurmise that much of the new 

know:Jedge needed is more basico Seldom will the adaptation of 

existing techniques suffice in the poor region. Needed are different 

techntques that may have to be based u1>on new knowledgeo Poor regions 

would be extremely well served to have highly capable, diversified 

Xesearch organizations ready to tackle many of the technical, social 

and economic problems that do not respond to existing techniqueso 

Examples of new techniques that are now serving poor regions are the 

palletizing of low-grade iron ore, and use of aspen in paper makingo 

Poor countries do not need completely new techniques as ,rmuch 

as effective adaptation of existing techniques to local conditionso 

For example• plant breeders in Asia. Africa and Latin America do not 

especially need new genetic principles, nor always new genetic material 

to incorporate; well known principles and techniques need to be applied 

to genetic material on hand in order to produce more efficient varieties 

t4at are well adapted to the particular environment. While "adaptive" 

Tesea:rch is not glamorous II it is res.e arch. This type of research re-

q uireu an individual who is well qualified in his field., It cannot 

be car1:ied out successfully by poorly trained, unimaginative• or 

unevsrgetic research workers. 

~ 
I 

I 
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The volmue of "adaptiven research needed in poor countries is 

larger (measured in terms of normal costs) than the volume of basic 

and applied research needed in poor regionso In spite of the 

greater complexity of the research needed in poor regionsp the 

needs in the poor country are likely to exeeed (actual and short

run potential) research capacity much sooner,, This is in spite of 

the fact that a. large volume of existing knowledge can. be adapted 

for use in production processes in poor coun"trieso 

Once welfare-increasing information is available for use in 

social production functions, the'problem of getting the information 

incorporated into production will become acute, because of the two 

cultures¢. In each culture, considerable attention must be directed 

toward disseminating useful information and overcoming the cultural 

obstacles to its productive useo 

80 Population Parameters 

Another set of conditions ope.rates upon resource development 

differently in poor regions thau it does in poor countrieso To begin 

with, population growth rates are almost always higher in poor 

countries than in rich countries; poor regions in rich countries 

are likely to have lower population growth rates than affluent regions» 

not so much because birth rates per thousand females 15-45 are less, 

but because selective outmigration has reduced below the national 

average the proportion females in the child-bearing age groups are 

of the total population~ 

For societies with serious deficiencies in all forms of capital, 

high population growth rates (say, 3 per cent per annum or more) 
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increase substautially the capital and food required to provide for a 

specified growth rate in income per capital(b), 

Two other population parameters have differential ef fee ts on growth 

processes in poor regions and in poor countries. In poor countries the 

dependency ratiof (the number of nonworkers per worker) is high because 

birth rates are high while death rates have beeTI reduced drastically 

.:ihe application of public health knowledgec The p'i"oportion of the 

population in the school-age groups tends to t,a very high; it is not 

only that the dependency ratios are high. but. the preponderance of young 

dependents means that minilllUm expenditures per school-age child on 
,· 

education and training will absorb a large share of the total volume of 

funds that can be made available for capital investmento 

In poor regions• dependency ratios a1.:a likely to be high because 

of the predominance of senior citizens in -i:he population. Selective 

migration baa taken out much of the population of working age; most 
in ve.11-f i ""-'1, 

youngsters have migrated with their employtl\d parentu. thus/\ • & 

for poor regions• the usual population py,:amido In a popu:.ation distri

bution skewed toward older people 0 health expenditures wi.11 dominate• 

rather than the educational expenditures for a youug populationo 

9. Summary of Strategie~1 

On the surface, resource development prObleirs of poor countries 

and of poor regions in rich countries appear to be similar~ It 1.s, t;asy 

to generalize the need in poor regions and pocr countriaa for ;nore private 

capital, more community capital • .uo~e human capital. a·.1d for more efficient 

6ez1~ .. 
technology" When the analyst A to think about the det.ailed elements 

that make up resource development programs, he discovers large arid signi

ficant differences both in the problems and in the alter,1atives that are 

relevant or feasibleo 
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Mos:; of these differences arise from one of the f ollowiug: 

(1) differences in the degree of closure between a poor country and 

the rest of the world, and between a poor region and the remainder of 

the rich nation; (2) differences in the capital resources that can 

be obtained from outside the political unit; and {:!)differences in the 

per capita requirements for the different forms of capital - private 9 

community, human and technology., 

Different degrees of cksure .have several effectso First 9 the 

poor region can rely more upon developing export industrieso Where 

efficiency can be achieved, export industries must receive attention 

in poor countries; in the long run, import substitution industries 

may be more important as growth poin&s for economic growtho Second9 

the poor region can much more easily obtain externally its need for 

human capital of high quality than can the poor countryo Third. less 

additional human capital will be req.uired in the poor region to incor

porate existing knowledge into production processeso 

Diff~rent svailabilities of capital resource .mean that poor regions 

can simultaneously form private capital, community capital, human 

capital. and create (or adapt) tecbno~ogy at a greater :r:.ate than poor 

countriese 

Compounding the difficulties of poor countries are their greater 

deficiencies {relative to need) 1.n all these forms of capital,,.. Complica

ting the resource development problems even more are their population 

parameters; generally population growth rates are higher than in rich 

countries; a higher proportion of their population is found in the age 

groups below working ageo In poor regions, population growth rates are 

likely to be less than in more ~f.fluent regions; the distribution of 
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populatici is likely to be skewed toward the older ageso 

• HIil Qr I RI IJ Us I a 

Differences ~n resource development strategies may be summarized 

as followso Popul.\tion control p-rogrsms are urgent for poor countries 

but have little imp,,rtance for poor regionso Export industries will 

have more relevance :or poor regions than for poor countries where 

import substitution -uUl be useful" Poor regions can more easily 

and economically impoi't their needs for human capital while poor 

countries must rely more upon creating their own; holding down the 

market costs of human c~pital (and human capital formation) ~reates 

advantages for a poor ccuntry, if the structure of incentives is not 

distorted; natural resour,~e investigations are among the important 

uses for human capital in p~or countrieso In a poor region 9 much of 

the community capital needed as a base for economic growth will be 

financed as consumption; unfo~tunately, some of the essential itemE 

of community 

justified as 

capital cannot be "afforded" as consumP,tion, and mus.:: be 
.. tU,tf+d i OV\.S' 

investmentsc Iv. poor countries, ••••--to fcir.m 
A 

community capital used largely for consumption must be resistGd in 

favor of community capital used to produce outputs that are indispensat•le 

inputs for other economic activitiese Principal research needs ~f po~r 

regions are for basic and applied research, while poor cnuntries n:e 

most in need of adaptive research and developm~nto 
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